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We have performed micromagnetic simulations of the vortex gyrotropic mode resonance in a range
of disk geometries subject to spatially uniform out-of-plane magnetic fields. For disks of small lateral
dimensions, we observe a drop-off in the mode’s frequency for field amplitudes approaching the disk
saturation field. This non-linear frequency response is shown to be associated with an increased
vortex core deformation, which results from the demagnetizing field created when the core is shifted
laterally. Such deformation results in an increase in the average out-of-plane magnetization of the
displaced vortex state, which through an exchange contribution, leads to a sharp decrease in the
vortex stiffness coefficient. It is this decrease in the vortex stiffness coefficient which leads to the
non-linear field dependence of the gyrotropic mode frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic vortices are ground state magnetization con-
figurations that form spontaneously in magnetic elements
such as (sub)micron disks1,2. They consist of a curl-
ing magnetization that turns out-of-plane at the disk
center over a nano-scale region known as the vortex
core3–5. The vortex state has been extensively stud-
ied in the past decade, partly due to its rich excitation
spectrum6–10. The lowest frequency excitation of a mag-
netic vortex is the gyrotropic mode, which corresponds to
orbit-like motion of the vortex core about its equilibrium
position11–13. This mode can be excited by the appli-
cation of a time varying in-plane magnetic field, and its
frequency, fG, depends strongly on the vortex magneti-
zation configuration12. It is therefore not surprising that
the application of an external magnetic field, which mod-
ifies the vortex spin structure through the addition of a
Zeeman term, will alter fG

14–18. Indeed this field tune-
ability has been exploited for several novel applications
such as tunable electronic oscillators for radiofrequency
signal generation19–21 and frequency based22 magnetic
field sensing23.

All of the above applications that make use of the field
tune-ability of fG rely on a detailed understanding of
how the gyrotropic frequency changes with field ampli-
tude. It has previously been demonstrated that low am-
plitude, spatially uniform magnetic fields perpendicular
to the disk plane modify the vortex magnetization con-
figuration so as to result in a linear change in fG with
increasing field amplitude14,15,21. However, there can be
a significant deviation from this linear frequency behav-
ior when the applied field amplitude is close to the disk
saturation field19,24. In this work we carry out a detailed
study of the phenomena underlying this non-linear field
dependence. Such an analysis will no doubt be impor-
tant for the further development of the many proposed
technologies which exploit the field dependence of the
gyrotropic frequency.

This paper is set out as follows. In Sec. II we give a

brief description of the micromagnetic simulation tech-
nique. In Sec. III we present simulation results exhibit-
ing a drop-off in the gyrotropic frequency for small disks
in large out-of-plane fields. In Sec. IV we look at the
effect of an external out-of-plane field on vortex core de-
formation during gyrotropic motion. Here it is shown
that in the case of a small disk in large out-of-plane
fields, there is an increased deformation of the core mag-
netization profile due to the out-of-plane demagnetizing
field created when the core is shifted laterally. Finally in
Sec. V, we relate this increased core deformation to the
non-linear field dependence of the vortex gyrotropic reso-
nance frequency by performing a detailed analysis of the
field dependence of the vortex stiffness coefficient and gy-
roconstant. Here it is shown that for small disks in large
out-of-plane fields, deformation of the vortex core driven
by the demagnetizing field leads to a sharply decreasing
exchange contribution to the vortex stiffness coefficient,
resulting in a drop-off in the gyrotropic frequency.

II. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATION

We will concentrate primarily on simulations run in
MuMax325 for Permalloy-like disks with saturation mag-
netization MS = 800 kA/m, exchange constant A =
13 pJ/m, magnetic damping parameter α = 0.008 and nil
intrinsic anisotropy. A cell size of 3 × 3 × 3.75 nm3 was
used for the range of simulated disk geometries. For sim-
plicity, in this work we will only consider the case of a vor-
tex with a positive core polarity which is aligned with the
external out-of-plane field. The equilibrium magnetiza-
tion configuration was first found by initializing a vortex
like spin structure, applying the desired static external
field and evolving the magnetization (without precession)
to reach the minimum energy state. To induce gyrotropic
motion (and hence find fG), vortex core dynamics were
driven via the application of a transverse sinc pulse field:
A sin(ω(t − t0))/(ω(t − t0)). This excites modes up to
a cut-off frequency of ω/2π = 30GHz. The resonant
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eigenfrequencies can then be determined by performing
a Fourier analysis of the time dependent spatially aver-
aged in-plane magnetization26. We note that while this
process also excites higher frequency spin waves8,10,27,28,
this work will focus on the lowest frequency excitation
corresponding to the vortex gyrotropic mode.

III. NON-LINEAR FREQUENCY RESPONSES

The simulated gyrotropic frequencies as a function
of uniform out-of-plane field amplitude, are shown in
Fig. 1(a) for several disk diameters with thickness L =
30 nm. To be able to obtain comparable results across
all disk geometries, fG has been normalized by the sim-
ulated frequency found in zero out-of-plane field for each
disk size. Likewise the field amplitude has been normal-
ized by the disk saturation field, HS, which was found
by stepping through fields of increasing amplitude and
plotting the equilibrium out-of-plane magnetization to
determine when the vortex state is no longer present.
The result of such a process is shown in Fig. 1(b) for the
384 nm disk diameter where the saturation field is found
to be 885± 5mT.

We see that while the gyrotropic frequency scales lin-
early in low field amplitudes, there is a drop-off (or mode
‘softening’) in fG when the applied field is close to HS.
Moreover, this drop-off becomes less distinct as the disk
radius is increased, with fG being almost linear up to
the saturation field for the 768 nm disk. This drop-off in
fG has been previously observed via micromagnetic sim-
ulation and experiment19,29 in disks with a diameter of
170 nm.

We finally note that we have confirmed the frequency
behavior in Fig. 1(a) for the 192 nm disk when decreasing
the mesh size to 2×2×3.75 nm3. We have also compared
these frequencies to results obtained using a similar time
domain method in OOMMF30 (3 × 3 × 3 nm3 cell size)
and an eigenmode method31,32 in FinMag (derived from
Nmag33) with good agreement being found across the
range of applied fields [Fig. 1(c)]. We used a non-uniform
finite element mesh in FinMag with a characteristic in-
ternode length of 3 nm at the disk center which smoothly
transitioned to 5 nm at the disk edge.

IV. CORE DYNAMICS AND DEFORMATION

To begin to understand the cause of the non-linear fre-
quency behavior, it is necessary to look at how the vortex
magnetization configuration changes during gyrotropic
motion. While this might initially seem unrelated to the
observed drop-off in fG, in later sections it will be shown
that deformation of the vortex core magnetization pro-
file during gyrotropic motion is the primary cause of the
frequency drop-off.

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 1. (a) Simulated gyrotropic frequency as a function of
uniform out-of-plane field amplitude for disks of thickness
L = 30 nm and a range of diameters. fG has been nor-
malized by the simulated frequency in zero out-of-plane field
while the field amplitude has been normalized by the disk
saturation field. (b) Out-of-plane magnetization for a slice
through the disk center for a 384 nm diameter disk in increas-
ing field amplitudes (c) Comparison of the simulated values of
fG found using MuMax3 (for two different cell sizes) with the
frequencies found using OOMMF and FinMag (disk diameter
is 192 nm).

A. Differentiating static and dynamic core

deformation

Figure 2 shows slices of the out-of-plane magnetiza-
tion near the vortex core for a range of normalized field
amplitudes. These one-dimensional slices of the thick-
ness averaged magnetization have been taken so as to
intersect the vortex core center and the disk center. For
simplicity we will concentrate on results obtained for the
192 and 768 nm disks. The solid red lines are for gy-
rotropically resonating (‘dynamic’) vortex cores whereas
the dashed black lines are for ‘static’ vortex cores which
have been shifted to new equilibrium positions by static
in-plane magnetic fields. All core displacements in Fig. 2
are ≈ 3 nm in the positive x direction to enable compar-
ison between the different profiles.
At zero out-of-plane field, the static displaced cores are

highly symmetric in both the small and large disk. While
this symmetry is retained for the larger disk size when
the out-of-plane field is increased, for the 192 nm disk the
static displaced cores become deformed with the mini-
mum of the magnetostatic halo34 [labelled in Fig. 2(a)]
moving up from its position for a centered vortex (ref-
erenced by the solid horizontal lines) in the direction of
core displacement. This is accompanied by a downward
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FIG. 2. Out-of-plane magnetization profile close to the vortex
core for a 192 and 768 nm disk diameter in several normalized
field amplitudes. The solid red lines show the magnetization
profile while the core is undergoing gyrotropic motion. The
black dashed lines show the magnetization profile when the
core has been shifted to a new equilibrium position by a static
in-plane magnetic field. The horizontal black lines reference
the minimum of the magnetostatic halo when the vortex core
is stationary and at the disk center.

shift of the magnetostatic halo on the side of the core
which is away from the direction of core displacement.
Notably the magnitude of this asymmetry in the magne-
tization profile of statically displaced cores in the 192 nm
disk increases as the external field amplitude is increased.

Dynamically displaced cores are however clearly asym-
metric for both disk sizes in zero out-of-plane field. As
the out-of-plane field is increased, the asymmetry of the
statically and dynamically displaced core profiles become
comparable. Indeed, for H/HS = 0.85, the two profiles
are almost identical for both disks (i.e. highly asymmetric
in the 192 nm disk and highly symmetric in the 768 nm
disk).

In the following section, this behavior will be shown to
be due to two forms of core deformation. Namely for a
disk in zero or low out-of-plane fields core deformation is
predominantly due to the gyroforce resulting from vor-
tex core motion and is thus only seen in the dynamically
displaced profiles. However for large out-of-plane fields
asymmetry in the core magnetization profile is driven by
the demagnetizing field created when the core is shifted
laterally and is thus observed in both statically and dy-
namically displaced vortex cores.

192 nm 768 nm

FIG. 3. The gyrofield close to the vortex core as calculated
using Eq. (1) for disk diameters of 192 and 768 nm and three
different normalized out-of-plane field values.

B. Gyrofield driven core deformation

Deformation of the magnetization profile of a dynamic
vortex core (i.e. one undergoing gyrotropic motion) has
previously been observed in the absence of an out-of-
plane field35–37 and was attributed to the gyroforce38

resulting from the motion of the non-uniform magneti-
zation configuration. The effect of the gyroforce can be
described by an effective field, the gyrofield, the out-of-
plane component of which causes core deformation and
can be calculated by38:

hz(r, t) =
1

γ

(m× ṁ)z
(mz + p)2

(1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, m is the magnetiza-
tion unit vector, mz is the out-of-plane magnetization, p
is the vortex core polarity and ṁ = −(Ẋ · ∇)m where

Ẋ is the core velocity which can be determined from the
vortex core position and the gyrotropic frequency.
In Fig. 3 we have numerically calculated the gyrofield

for each core profile shown in Fig. 2. For both disk di-
ameters the gyrofield decreases as the out-of-plane field
amplitude is increased. This is because increasing the
field leads to a higher degree of out-of-plane canting of
the curling magnetization which reduces the spatial mag-
netization gradient and thus the gyrofield (via ṁ which
depends on ∇m). The gyrofield profile is consistent with
the core asymmetry of dynamically displaced cores ob-
served in Fig. 2, i.e. in the direction of core displacement
the halo is shifted upward due to a positive gyrofield.
On top of this, the weakening of the gyrofield with in-
creasing out-of-plane fields explains why, as observed in
Fig. 2, the static and dynamic displaced core profiles be-
come similar as the field amplitude is increased (due to
the dynamic source of deformation, the gyrofield, being
strongly reduced).

C. Demagnetizing field driven core deformation

The deformation of dynamic and static displaced vor-
tex cores for small disks in high out-of-plane fields can
be shown to be a magnetostatic effect by looking at the
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(a)

field gradient

FIG. 4. (a,b) Slices through the created vortex-like config-
uration for the (a) 192 and (b) 768 nm disk diameter. The
solid red lines show the magnetization profile for a core shifted
10 nm in the positive x direction. The black dashed lines show
the magnetization profile for a centered vortex core. (c,d) De-
magnetizing field profiles for a displaced and centered vortex
core in the (c) 192 and (d) 768 nm disk. (e,f) Demagnetizing
field close to the vortex core for the (e) 192 and (f) 768 nm
disk. The solid horizontal lines reference the magnetostatic
field 25 nm either side of the core maximum for the case of a
displaced vortex core. The dashed horizontal line marks the
magnetostatic field 25 nm either side of the core maximum for
the case of a centered vortex core.

demagnetizing field created by statically shifted, non-

deformed vortex cores. Note that it is necessary to
look at the demagnetizing field created by symmetric,
non-deformed core profiles to avoid confusion related to
whether asymmetries in the demagnetizing field are the
cause of the core deformation or a consequence of it. To
do this we created simple magnetization configurations
crudely approximating that of a shifted (by 10 nm) and
unshifted vortex in the presence of a high out-of-plane
field [Fig. 4(a) and (b)]. The demagnetizing field profile
(averaged across the disk thickness) created by these ‘ar-
tificial’ magnetization configurations is shown Fig. 4(c)
and (d).
As shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d), for both disk sizes the z

component of the magnetostatic field is strongest around
the vortex core where the out-of-plane magnetization is
highest. The field amplitude then drops-off close to the
disk lateral boundary since here there is no adjacent
moments to reinforce the demagnetizing field. For the
smaller disk size, the reduced lateral dimensions mean
that these edge effects result in a spatial gradient of the
demagnetizing field close to the disk center [Fig. 4(c)].

This field gradient close to the vortex core in the smaller
disk size leads to an asymmetry in the demagnetizing
field created when the core is shifted laterally. Namely,
in the direction of core displacement, the demagnetizing
field a given distance from the core center will decrease
in amplitude (become less negative) as it will be closer
to the disk edge. Similarly, on the side away from the di-
rection of core displacement the magnetostatic field will
increase in amplitude (become more negative) as it will
be farther away from the disk’s lateral boundary. We
would expect this effect to be significantly reduced for
the larger disk diameter as here the influence of the disk
edge on the created demagnetizing field becomes negligi-
ble close to the vortex core.
Such asymmetry in the demagnetizing field profile is

seen in Fig. 4(e) which shows the same field profile as
Fig. 4(c), however here we concentrate on the field 25 nm
either side of the core maximum. Note that the field
profile of the non-displaced vortex has been translated
10 nm in the positive x direction to enable comparison
between the two cases. For the smaller disk size there
is a clear difference between the field amplitude 25 nm
either side of the core maximum (referenced by the solid
horizontal lines) for the vortex with a displaced core. As
expected this asymmetry is significantly reduced for the
larger disk size [Fig. 4(f)]. Notably the asymmetry in the
demagnetizing field profile is consistent with deforma-
tion of statically shifted vortex cores observed in Fig. 2.
Namely in the direction of core displacement the height
of the magnetostatic halo is increased consistent with a
reduced negative demagnetizing field.
We also note that when compared to the demagnetiz-

ing field created by a vortex with a centered core, the field
increase to the right of the core is greater than the de-
crease to the left. This can be seen in Fig. 4(e) when
comparing the distance between the solid and dashed
horizontal lines: the dashed line references the magne-
tostatic field 25 nm either side of the core for a cen-
tered vortex profile. The change in the demagnetizing
field’s ‘net’ direction when the core is displaced is there-
fore aligned with the core polarity, which is in contrast
to gyrofield driven deformation where the field opposing
the core is always greater than that reinforcing it35,36,38.
Such behavior in the gyrofield profile can be identified
in Fig. 3 where, for the smaller disk in zero out-of-plane
field, the maximum gyrofield opposing the vortex core is
≈ -4.80mT compared to ≈ 4.55mT reinforcing the core
polarity.

D. Time evolution of the out-of-plane

magnetization

The differing net directions of the field produced by
the demagnetizing field and gyrofield driven core defor-
mation results in different changes in the spatially aver-
aged out-of-plane magnetization component (m̄z) when
the vortex core is dynamically displaced. This effect is
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192 nm

768 nm

FIG. 5. Plots of the evolution of the spatially average out-
of-plane magnetization as a function of time since gyrotropic
motion was induced for a 192 and 768 nm disk in various out-
of-plane fields. The gyrotropic motion has been driven by a
in-plane sinusoidal field with frequency equal to the fG values
in Fig. 1 found via the sinc pulse excitation detailed in Sec. II.

seen in Fig. 5 where we have plotted m̄z as a function of
time after the start of gyrotropic motion for the two disk
sizes in a range of field amplitudes. For both diameters,
when in zero out-of-plane field, m̄z decreases as the core
oscillation amplitude increases with time. This is con-
sistent with vortex core deformation at low out-of-plane
fields being driven by the gyrofield which creates a net
field that opposes the core polarity. For the larger disk
size this effect decreases with increasing out-of-plane field
since the amplitude of the gyrofield decreases (Fig. 3)
and demagnetizing field driven deformation is minimal.
Indeed at high out-of-plane fields the gyrofield has de-
creased to an extent where there is almost no vortex core
deformation [Fig. 2(f)] resulting in the change in m̄z be-
ing ≈ 0.
For the smaller disk diameter however, the demagne-

tizing field driven deformation is significant. As already
shown, the change in the net direction of this field when
the core is displaced aligns with the core polarity, thus
leading to an increase in the average out-of-plane magne-
tization of the displaced vortex state. Indeed for the case
of H/HS = 0.85 we see that m̄z becomes positive as the
core oscillation amplitude increases with time. This is
consistent with core deformation predominantly coming
from demagnetizing field effects.

V. GYROCONSTANT AND STIFFNESS

COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS

In the previous section it was shown that for disks
of small lateral dimensions in large out-of-plane fields,
the demagnetizing field created when the vortex core is
shifted laterally leads to significant deformation of the
magnetization profile. Moreover, this high field deforma-
tion was shown to result in an increase in the average

out-of-plane magnetization of the displaced vortex state.
In this section we will relate this deformation to the non-
linear field dependence of the gyrotropic frequency ob-
served in Fig. 1(a). To do this we analyze the field de-
pendence of the vortex stiffness coefficient, κ, and the
gyroconstant, G which together enable a calculation of
fG according to the equation12:

2πfG =
κ

G
. (2)

The gyroconstant describes the lateral force acting on the
core as a result of the motion of the non-uniform magne-
tization configuration39,40. G can be calculated from the
thickness averaged spin structure using the equation:

G =
MSL

γ

∫∫

A

m ·

(

dm

dx
×

dm

dy

)

dxdy (3)

where for the small amplitude oscillations considered here
the integration should be done over the area of the vortex
core23.
In Eq. (2), the stiffness coefficient describes the resort-

ing force acting on the vortex core due to an increase in
magnetic energy when it is displaced. For small shifts of
the vortex core one can assume parabolic scaling of the
magnetic energy with core displacement12,41,42:

W (X) = W (0) +
1

2
κX2 +O(X4) (4)

where W is the total magnetic energy and X = |X| is the
core displacement. Note that the Zeeman energy associ-
ated with the in-plane driving field should not be taken
into account when determining κ. This is due to the fact
that the in-plane field is only a mechanism to translate
the core within the disk, thus enabling the confining po-
tential of the vortex to be probed.

A. Field dependence of the gyroconstant

The influence of a spatially uniform out-of-plane field
on G has previously been analytically studied14. There,
the gyroconstant was calculated using the expression:

G(H) = G(0)(1− p cos θ) (5)

where θ is the polar angle (i.e. down from the z axis)
in which the magnetization outside the core is tilted43.
The above equation shows that G decreases as the curl-
ing magnetization tilts to align with the external field.
Such behavior can be understood from the fact that out-
of-plane canting of the curling spins decreases the spa-
tial gradient of the magnetization within the vortex core
leading to a smaller value of G.
As previously shown23, we find good agreement be-

tween the gyroconstant calculated directly from Eq. (3)
and values of G predicted by Eq. (5) when θ is taken
from the minimum of the magnetostatic halo. For exam-
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FIG. 6. (a) Gyroconstant field dependence (normalised by
its value in zero out-of-plane field). (b) Comparison of the
static magnetization profiles of a centered vortex core for the
192 and 768 nm disks in various out-of-plane field amplitudes.
The one dimensional slice has been taken across the disk cen-
ter of the thickness averaged magnetization.

ple, in the case of the 192 nm disk we observe a maximum
discrepancy of ≈ 2% across the range of applied fields.
For this reason, in the following discussion all values of
G have been calculated using the simpler Eq. (5) with θ
extracted from the minimum of the magnetostatic halo.

Resultant calculated values of the gyroconstant are
shown for a range of out-of-plane field amplitudes in
Fig. 6(a). Consistent with the above discussion, G de-
creases with increasing field amplitude. One will note
that G is consistently smaller for the larger disk diame-
ter when in finite out-of-plane fields. To understand this
behavior we compare the equilibrium out-of-plane mag-
netization configurations of the two disk sizes in a range
of normalized field amplitudes [Fig. 6(b)]. Clearly there is
a deepening of the magnetostatic halo for the smaller disk
size when in a finite out-of-plane field. This is due to the
nearby out-of-plane canting of the magnetization at the
disk boundary which reinforces the negative demagnetiz-
ing field created by the vortex core (which is normally at
the source of the halo34). This halo deepening increases
the spatial magnetization gradient within the vortex core
resulting in a larger value of G [as observed in Fig. 6(a)].
Nevertheless we note that for both disk sizes the gyro-
constant continues to decrease with increasing field, a

behavior which, ignoring field-dependencies of κ, would
lead to a gyrotropic frequency which monotonically in-
creases with out-of-plane field. Therefore to explain the
drop-off in fG at high field amplitudes we must also to
look at how κ changes with increasing out-of-plane field.

B. Field dependence of the stiffness coefficient

The influence of a uniform out-of-plane field on the
stiffness coefficient was also studied in Ref. 14. This was
done assuming that the only contribution to κ was from
the magnetostatic energy of the dipole charges that are
generated by the in-plane magnetization when the core
is shifted laterally. This leads to the expression for the
field dependent stiffness coefficient:

κ(H) = κ(0) sin2 θ (6)

showing that κ also decreases as the magnetization cants
to align with the applied field. Qualitatively this behav-
ior can be understood from the fact that, as the out-of-
plane field is increased there is a reduced in-plane magne-
tization component, meaning a weaker in-plane demag-
netizing field is created by the curling spins when the vor-
tex core is displaced. This results in a smaller increase
in the system’s magnetostatic energy when the core is
displaced, leading to a lower value of κ.

If one assumes that the canting of the curling magne-
tization varies linearly with field amplitude (i.e. cos θ =
H/HS), Eqs. (5) and (6) combine to give14:

fG(H) = fG(0)

(

1 + p
H

HS

)

. (7)

This suggests that the gyrotropic frequency will increase
linearly with field amplitude up to the disk saturation
field (at which point the gyrotropic mode can no longer
be excited).

To determine the stiffness coefficient from our simu-
lations, the vortex core was driven by an in-plane sinu-
soidal field with amplitude 0.05mT and frequency equal
to fG as found when analyzing the sinc pulse induced
gyrotropic motion. This is necessary as the sinc pulse
field used to determine fG induces very small amplitude
oscillations in the core (X < 1 nm) which results in an
increased numerical uncertainty in the extracted value
of κ. The stiffness coefficient is then calculated by per-
forming a parabolic fit to the total magnetic energy as
a function of core displacement. It is again noted that
the Zeeman energy associated with the in-plane driving
field (which was calculated by multiplying the average
in-plane magnetization by the driving field amplitude at
that time), was not taken into account when performing
such a fit.

We also note that driving large amplitude oscillations
of the vortex core can lead to non-linear behavior in the
gyrotropic mode dynamics which can manifest as reso-
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

FIG. 7. (a) Maximum core displacement as a function of si-
nusoidal driving frequency for a range of disk geometries (in
a field close to HS). (b) Total stiffness coefficient normalized
by its value in zero out-of-plane field as a function of field am-
plitude for the 192 and 768 nm disks. (c) The contribution to
κ arising from the magnetostatic energy associated with the
in-plane magnetization and (d) the exchange energy. Both of
these contributions have been normalized by the total stiff-
ness coefficient in zero out-of-plane field. (e) The change in
exchange energy (relative to that for a centered vortex) as a
function of core displacement for the 192 nm disk in H/HS =
0 and 0.85.

nant peak splitting44 and peak foldover44–46. However
we have confirmed that the described sinusoidal field is
not large enough to induce such behavior. This was done
by plotting the maximum core displacement versus the
driving frequency and comparing this to values of fG de-
termined from the sinc excitation field. As observed in
Fig. 7(a) the frequency resulting in the largest maximum
core displacement closely corresponds to the resonant gy-
rotropic frequency found when the core is driven by a low
amplitude transverse sinc field (as referenced by the ver-
tical black dashed lines).

The resulting normalized values of κ are shown for the
two disk sizes in a range of field amplitudes in Fig. 7(b).
We first note that, as expected from Eq. (6), κ decreases
as the curling magnetization cants out-of-plane with in-
creasing field amplitude. Such behavior in κ acts to de-
crease fG (rather than increase it, as occurs in reality)
showing that the linear frequency behavior observed for
low out-of-plane fields is driven by changes in G.

At intermediate field amplitudes κ is larger for the
smaller disk diameter. However, this increase in κ is
compensated by a larger G [as seen in Fig. 6(a)] result-
ing in similar normalized values of fG for the two disk
sizes. As the field is further increased there is a sharper
drop-off in κ for the smaller disk size with the normalized
stiffness coefficients of the two disk diameters becoming
approximately equal close to HS. This sharper drop-off
in the stiffness coefficient of the smaller disk diameter
is consistent with the non-linear frequency behavior ob-
served in Fig. 1(a). Namely this sharp drop-off leads to
changes in κ becoming comparable and then greater than
changes in G, thus leading to a plateau and then drop-
off in fG at high field amplitudes. In the next section
we separate the individual contributions to the stiffness
coefficient and demonstrate that this sharper drop-off in
κ is due to a decreased exchange contribution.

C. Stiffness coefficient decomposition

The field behavior of the total vortex stiffness can be
decomposed into two contributions. The first of these
results from the magnetostatic charges created by the in-
plane magnetization when the vortex core is displaced
and will be labeled κD,IP. The second contribution, κE,
results from the change in exchange energy when the vor-
tex core is displaced. κE and κD,IP were determined us-
ing an identical process to the total stiffness coefficient,
however here only the appropriate energy contribution
(as extracted from the simulations) is taken into account
when performing the parabolic fit. It should be noted
that we observed a non-zero contribution to κ from the
Zeeman energy associated with the out-of-plane magneti-
zation, κZ,OOP, and the magnetostatic energy associated
with the out-of-plane magnetization, κD,OOP. However
these two contributions cancel across the range of applied
fields [(κD,OOP+κZ,OOP)/κ ≤ 0.04] and therefore have a
negligible effect on fG.
Fig. 7(c) shows the field dependence of κD,IP. Note

that κD,IP has been normailzed by the value of the total
stiffness coefficient in zero out-of-plane field. Consistent
with the fact that Eq. (6) was derived considering only
the magnetostatic charges created by the in-plane mag-
netization when the vortex core is displaced, κD,IP varies

as sin2 θ to within 2% for both disk sizes. We also note a
sharper decrease in κD,IP for the 768 nm disk as the field
amplitude is increased. This is due to the fact that, as
shown in Fig. 6(b), for finite field amplitudes the curling
magnetization around the vortex core is less in-plane for
the larger disk size (i.e. the magnetostatic halo is higher).
This means a weaker demagnetizing field is created by the
in-plane magnetization when the vortex core is displaced,
leading to a sharper decrease in κD,IP.
The field dependence of κE is shown in Fig. 7(d). For

zero out-of-plane field, κE is positive for both disk sizes.
κE then decreases as the out-of-plane field amplitude
is increased. Notably this decrease is sharper for the
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(b)(a)

FIG. 8. (a) The gyrotropic frequency associated with the exchange contribution to the stiffness coefficient for a range of disk
diameters. (b) The simulated values of fG [as in Fig. 1(a)] minus the frequency associated with the exchange contribution to
the stiffness coefficient for a range of disk diameters.

smaller disk size, with κE even becoming negative for
large HS (inferring that here the exchange energy favors
core displacement). This sharper decrease κE is consis-
tent with the more pronounced drop-off in the total stiff-
ness coefficient for the smaller disk size when in large
out-of-plane fields [Fig. 7(b)].

We have confirmed that the non-zero κE in zero field is
primarily a result of vortex core deformation. This dom-
inates the contribution to κE resulting from changes in
the curling magnetization configuration when the core
is displaced12. This was demonstrated by calculating
an exchange-driven core stiffness for statically displaced
cores κE,static. For the 192 nm disk in zero out-of-plane
field [where there is no deformation of the statically
shifted core, i.e. see Fig. 2(a)] we found that κE,static

was two orders of magnitude lower than the correspond-
ing value of κE (the exchange-driven stiffness coefficient
of the dynamic core). This confirms that the dominant
contribution to κE originates from vortex core deforma-
tion.

The out-of-plane field dependence of κE can therefore
be understood by looking at how gyrofield-, and demag-
netizing field-driven core deformation change the vortex
exchange energy. This is done in Fig. 7(e) where we plot
the change in exchange energy as a function of (dynamic)
core displacement. We have done this for the 192 nm disk
in H/HS = 0 (i.e. where deformation is driven by the
gyrofield) and H/HS = 0.85 (where deformation is pre-
dominately a demagnetizing field effect). When in zero
out-of-plane field, we see that the exchange energy in-
creases as the core is displaced. This is consistent with
the fact that the gyrofield decreases the average out-of-
plane magnetization (Fig. 5). This results in the dis-
placed vortex having a higher exchange energy than the
centered vortex, since the magnetization is now further
away from being uniformly saturated out-of-plane. In
contrast, for the case of H/HS = 0.85 we see that the
exchange energy decreases as the core is displaced. This
is consistent with the fact that here deformation is driven
by the demagnetizing field which results in an increase

in the average out-of-plane magnetization (Fig. 5). This
leads to the displaced vortex having a lower exchange en-
ergy than the centered vortex, since the magnetization is
now closer to being uniformly saturated out-of-plane.

The field behavior of κE can now be qualitatively ex-
plained as follows. When in zero out-of-plane field κE is
positive for both disk sizes. This is consistent with the
fact that here, the gyrofield (which generates a positive
κE) drives core deformation. For the larger disk size κE

then decreases with increasing field amplitude due to a
weakened gyrofield (Fig. 3). Indeed for large H/HS, κE

tends towards zero consistent with the fact that there is
no strong core deformation [Fig. 2(f)], due to a signifi-
cantly reduced gyrofield. For the smaller disk size, κE

also decreases with increasing field amplitude, however
this decrease is sharper due to the presence of demag-
netizing field driven core deformation (which generates
a negative κE). Indeed as previously noted, κE becomes
negative at large out-of-plane fields, consistent with the
fact that here core deformation is predominately a de-
magnetizing field effect.

In Fig. 8 we show the field dependence of κE is the
cause of the non-linear frequency behavior observed in
Fig. 1(a) for small disks in large out-of-plane fields. In
Fig. 8(a) we plot the field dependence of the frequency
associated with the exchange contribution to the stiffness
coefficient (i.e. fG,E = κE/G) for the range of disk geome-
tries considered in Fig. 1(a). For the larger disk size, fG,E

is almost independent of the field amplitude up to HS.
However for smaller disks, fG,E is only constant at low
field amplitudes, after which there is a sharp drop-off in
the frequency. Consistent with the simulated frequency
behavior in Fig. 1(a), as the disk diameter is reduced,
the decrease in fG,E becomes sharper and begins at a
lower field amplitude. On top of this, when subtracting
fG,E away from the simulated values of fG, we find that
for all disk sizes the resulting frequencies scale (almost)
linearly up to the disk saturation field [Fig. 8(b)]. This
result explicitly confirms that the non-linear frequency
behavior observed for small disks in Fig. 1(a) is a result
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of a strongly decreasing κE, which even becomes nega-
tive, in large out-of-plane fields.
We finally note that it was found that the observed

non-linear frequency behavior shows little dependence on
the disk thickness. For example when comparing the nor-
malized values of the gyrotropic frequency for disks of
thickness L = 15 and 30 nm with a constant diameter of
2R = 192 nm we see a maximum discrepancy of ≈ 2%
across the range of applied fields. This behavior is not
surprising given that we have just shown that this non-
linear behavior in fG for small disks in large out-of-plane
fields is a result of a strongly decreasing κE. This de-
crease in κE is a result of demagnetizing field driven vor-
tex core deformation, which is present as a result of the
close proximity of the vortex core to the disk’s edge (and
is therefore largely independent of the element thickness).

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have shown that disks with small lat-
eral dimensions exhibit an increasingly non-linear field
dependence of the gyrotropic mode frequency in large
out-of-plane spatially uniform magnetic fields. This non-
linear frequency behavior was found to be associated with
an increased deformation of the vortex core which arises

for small disks in large out-of-plane fields due to asym-
metries in the demagnetizing field profile when the core
is shifted laterally. This form of deformation increases
the average out-of-plane magnetization of the displaced
vortex state and thus leads to a decrease in the exchange
energy when the vortex core is shifted laterally. This re-
sults in a sharper decrease in the total vortex stiffness
coefficient, which leads to the observed mode-softening
or drop-off in fG for small magnetic disks in large out-
of-plane fields.
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